A ratio estimator is proposed for the ratio of two population means using auxiliary information in stratified random sampling. Bias and mean squared error expressions are obtained under large sample approximation, and the proposed estimator is compared both theoretically and empirically with the conventional estimator of ratio for two population means in stratified random sampling.
Introduction
The problem of estimating population means is considered in a wide range of applications in many areas of human activities. A ratio of two population means is also applicable in many situations, such as per hectare production of crops, per capita income and per kilometer population density. Many researchers have studied the estimation of the ratio of two population means in simple random sampling (Singh, 1965; Rao&Pareira, 1968; Shah & Shah, 1978 : Ray & Singh, 1985 Singh & Rani, 2005 , 2006 Sindhu, et al., 2009 
Population mean of study variate 1 : y
Population mean of auxiliary variate x: 
and the estimator of the ratio of two population means R in stratified random sampling is:
When the population mean X of auxiliary variate x is known, Singh (1965) suggested an estimator for R in simple random sampling as 
If condition (3.1) is satisfied, the suggested estimator would be more efficient than the conventional estimator.
Empirical Study
Two natural datasets were used to compare the proposed estimator numerically (See Tables 1 and 2 ).
Conclusion
The theoretical comparison provides the condition under which the suggested estimator is more efficient than the conventional estimator st R  . Table 3 shows that there is a considerable gain in efficiency by using the proposed ratio estimator 
